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The Dayinchang Mines (Great Silver Mines) 会东大银厂 (probably 

Mileshan in Huichuan 會川密勒山) 

Records and questions 

The Qianlong gazetteer of Dongchuan prefecture (乾隆东川府志) of 1761 lists the place 
names of Dayinchang 大银厂 and Xiaotongchang 小铜厂 in the recently added territory west 
of the Jinshajiang, without further comment. Historic records mention no mining here, while 
the addition of two strips of land that formerly were part of Sichuan to Dongchuan prefecture 
in Yunnan remain mysterious. The Mianhuadi silver mines were officially opened only in 1794 
and therefore at least formally not linked to the change.1 Recent maps show that Daqiao 大桥, 
formerly a small town on the road from Dongchuan (Huize) to Huili, had been renamed 
Qianxinzhen 铅锌镇, and also show extensive open-pit mining some 30 km southeast of at a 
village called Dayinchang. 

Yang Yuda and Nanny Kim visited Daqiao on 18 November 2016 on the way to Mianhuadi. 
A quick exploration along the old main road near the historic bridge across the Daqiaohe 
revealed exceptionally large historic temples. Local informants remembered six large temples, 
two finely carved stone pillar bases at the Jiangxi guild Temple 江西庙 documenting pillars 
with a diameter of 60 cm, reflecting a huge building. The importance of this town was 
inexplicable to us at the time. Even if the Huili trade preferred this road into Sichuan to the 
Ningchang road, the town would have just been a stop along the way. The narrow valley 
appeared to have nothing to offer. The Mianhuadi Mines, which probably were important from 
the late 18th into the 19th century, would have contributed little to the economy of Daqiao 
because the transport route out of the mines into China led directly down to the Jinshajiang and 
to Menggu. Moreover, most daily needs of the mining town could be conveniently procured 
from the Menggu Plateau and the small terraces on the west bank of the river, rather than from 
the Daqiao valley. 

In the absence of available information on Dayinchang, therefore, the fieldwork visit aimed 
to collect information on historic mining. Because we now believe that the importance of 
Daqiao is linked to the Dayinchang mines, we include the filed report on the town here. 

 

Fieldwork by Yang Yuda and Nanny Kim at Daqiao 大桥镇（铅锌镇）, 
2016.11.18. 

Main informants: Mr. Chen 陈 and other inhabitants of the old street of Daqiao 

When we reached Qianxinzhen from Huili, it was too late to continue towards Mianhuadi. 
Our driver from Huidong stated flatly that there was nowhere to stay beyond the town, which 
proved correct. So we wandered off to the only indicated site on the map, a Guangyin Temple 
that might be old. Beyond the end of the present main street, we got into an older street with 
traditional shops along the stream, with many old people enjoying the sun. It turned out that 
there were to Guanyin Temples, the old one by the river, and the new one at the top end of the 
old settlement, some 150 m from the last houses. The old temple was locked. It appeared to be 
a recent reconstruction on old foundations, probably considerably smaller than the original 
structures. The temple clearly formed the lowest end of the settlement, sitting on a small knob 
right above the small river, which from this point entered and increasingly narrow valley. A 
stele commemorating the reconstruction in the courtyard claimed a history of over 380 years. 
Along the walls of private homes to the east of the temple, we saw several large and elaborate 
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relief carvings that presumably had been salvaged from this or an adjacent old temple. Two 
old Huanglian trees, one in the courtyard, and the other now in one of the private courtyards, 
as well as remains of walls and another old tree to the west suggest that the older temple 
compound had been larger. 

Returning into the street, Yuda entered into conversation with the elderly people, who 
gradually warmed up to him. They recounted that this street used to be very busy, with 
caravan hostels, tea houses, and shops. There also used to be many temples, in addition to the 
Guanyin temple, there used to be a Temple of the God of Wealth 财神庙, a Huguang guild 

hall 湖广庙, a Jiangxi guild hall 江西庙, and a Heishen Temple [a Sichuan guild hall] 川楚

庙. An old gentlemen by the name of Chen 陈 told us that there used to be three main caravan 

hostels, the largest run by the 祁家马店. Some parts of the present houses would still have 
been part of the hostels, but although we entered the courtyard between the two main hostels, 
we could not identify historic hostel structures with any certainty. An old grandfather who 
said that he was 83 years old stated that he was the son-in-law of the Qi family (祁家上门做

女婿). He was unfortunately rather deaf. Mr Chen added that the Qi hostel had formerly been 

owned by the family Yang 杨, who later moved to Yunnan, whereupon the Qis 祁 took over. 

The hostel could stable 70-80 horses. The other two hostels were run by the family Zhou 周 

and Kou 口(?). 
Mr. Chen brought out his family documents. His elder brother died in Korea, Mr. Chen 

himself had begun as a soldier and later worked in the steel factory of Panzhihua, receiving a 
retirement pay of over 3000 Yuan now. His ancestors were from Kaifeng. He brought out his 
genealogy and was happy to have it photographed.   

Returning to the group of old people, we were told that the town was called Daqiao 
because of the bridge that was right on this street. It used to be a stone bridge, and had opium 
dens, tea houses and stalls installed on it until a flood in the late Qing or the early Republican 
years washed all the buildings down, and the people in them as well, you could see the lights 
floating down the river and hear the screams, but nobody could be saved. One of the six stone 
pillars was destroyed sin this flood. The bridge was later repaired with iron chains and 
wooden planks. After liberation, these were changed to steel cables and concrete. In a flood in 
1998 the bridge was again damaged and the local people had to raise money to have it 
repaired.  

The bridge now consists of 5 pillars and buttresses on each bank, with the second pillar 
from the north bank missing. The section across the missing pillar shows signs of recent 
repair. A young man added that for the construction of the pillars, boilt cowhides were added 
to make the mortar, which therefore is particularly strong. 

When we came back across the bridge, an old gentleman was just heading out to meet us 
by bike. He told us that his family was from Jiangxi, and had come when Huguang was filling 
up Sichuan [in the late 17th to mid-18th century]. His ancestors were from Jishui 江西吉水人. 

The temples of Daqiao were the Guanyin Temple 观音庙, the Caishen Temple 财神庙 

(where people from Yunnan prayed), the Jiangxi Temple 江西庙, the Huguang Temple 湖广

庙, The Sichuan Temple 川楚庙, the Huoshen Temple 火神庙, and the Heishen Temple 黑神

庙. The Huoshen Temple was where the Xinhua bookstore is now, the Jiangxi Temple was 
west of the river, where the grain depot is now. We decided to have a look. With the help of 
an old lady we found the grain depot at the upper eastern end of the small settlement on the 
west bank. The granary is now disused, but a group of middle-aged men were preparing large 
fish for dinner. A gentlemen in his early 50s told us that the Jiangxi temple had been taken 
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down when the granary was built, but the foundations were still there. Behind the present 
building a wall of about 1.4 m led up to the last terrace before the hillside became steep. A 
sandstone stele had been built into the wall that now was part of a chicken coop. The orchard 
that occupied the last terrace was narrow, not more than 10 m in width before a narrow road 
along the steeper mountain side. [Nanny considers it more probable that the present granary 
building in fact occupied the foundations of the former main hall]. Most of the stele 
inscription had become illegible. A date that probably referred to an event in the past read 
Jiaqing 3, 1798. Dimensions were 210 cm in length, 95 in height.  

Near the eastern wall of the granary building were two stone pillar bases, octangular, 55 
cm high, with a diameter of 60 cm, finely carved. The diameter of the pillars would indicate a 
huge building. 

Upon asking, the gentlemen thought of another stele that had been used to cover a drain 
nearby. After cleaning out the rubble, much of this inscription turned out to be legible. It was 
about 190 cm m long and 96 cm wide. Unfortunately, it turned out to be the second part of a 
donation stele, recording names of donators only, and without a legible date. We declined an 
invitation for dinner (it was only about 4 pm), and forgot to ask the name of the helpful 
informant. 

Back to the old main street, people confirmed that no remains of the other temples had 
survived. They thought that the Jiangxi and the Caishen temple would have been the largest. 
The Caishen temple had huge pillars, and used to have a copper bell, that reportedly contained 
gold, as well as a flat bell. Both were old. The primary school used the Caishen temple 
buildings, but had been moved out some time ago, and the new Guanyin temple had taken 
over the compound. 

We went up to the New Guanyin Temple. The old gate facing the settlement is now 
closed, the new gate faces the country road above the town. We met a nun and eventually the 
abbot. The nun (from Yunnan) knew nothing of the former temple and the abbot (from 
Daqiao) was evidently not keen to talk about it. The New Guanyin temple is a large concrete 
structure, the former compound is erased. A stele records a foundation of a temple in the Tang 
period, and reconstruction in the Qianlong period. Upon insistence, the abbot remembered a 
stele of the former Caishen Temple that was integrated into the outside wall. Only a few 
metres from the gate, it had however vanished under a new coat of plaster and paint. 
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Results Daqiao:  

The number and especially the size of the temples that formerly existed in Daqiao reflect an 
importance that exceeds that of a bridge and caravan stage on the road from Dongchuan to 
Huili. The prominent presence of people from Jiangxi, Huguang and Sichuan clearly 
indicates mining. The Mianhuadi Mines, which are about 1 day stage due east, cannot explain 
this importance. We therefore believe that other mines not far from Daqiao must have existed 
that founded importance of the town.  

Additional information on Daqiao:  

According to the gazetteer of Huili (同治《会理州志》) of 1874, Daqiao was the seat of 
Huili department from 1690 to 1728, when it was shifted to present-day Huili.2 The 
administrative seat of Huichuan in the Ming period appears uncertain. Since Huili occupies 
the largest bazi in the department, while Daqiao is situated merely in a slightly widened valley 
at the confluence of two small rivers, it appears probable that the Huili Plateau had only a 
small Chinese presence in the late 17th century, while Daqiao was known and the area 
occupied by a sizeable Chinese population. This piece of information points to mining in this 
area in the Ming period. 

 

 

                                                      
2 Huili zhouzhi, juan 1, 19 a-b. 
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Fieldwork by Nanny Kim and Liu Peifeng at Dayinchang, 2017.10.15. – 16. 

Supported by: --- 

Main informants: Mr. Geng Wuchang 耿武昌 (aged 48, of Fawo), teacher at the Fawo 

primary school, Mr. Guo Wanfa 郭万发 (aged 63, of Huogan near Fawo) 

We departed from Qiaojia at 9 am and covered the ca. 110 km to Qianxinzhen (formerly Daqiao 
大桥, which still is the locally used name) on a very good road, reaching the town at by 13:30. 
Vegetation, which had been better in Qiaojia than in any other part of Northeastern Yunnan that 
I have seen, was even better in Huidong, with the forests on the slope diversifying, several 
broadleaves, and the odd fir and very occasionally a cypress among the pine majority. Some of 
the pines appear to be 50 years. 

Upon arriving in Daqiao we started inquiring about transport to Dayinchang. There were 
numerous mianbao-type mini-buses commuting on semi-fixed routes looking for customers. 
We were told that Dayinchang is not far from Manyingou 蛮银沟镇, which has recently 
become a township (zhen 镇). Although only some 30 km from Daqiao, the drivers had no 
interest in taking us there, claiming that the road was bad and it would take at least 2 hours. 
This was in fact the case. The road was not in a bad state, but much of it consisted of a very 
narrow, 1-lane concrete track in a gorge, hence the slow going.  

We eventually found a driver and headed off. He followed the road towards Chahe for about 5 
km, the turned south into a side valley. The valley opened up for a short section above the larger 
valley, but soon closed in and became a gorge. The young and sparse forest occasionally 
contained young cypresses. Climbing out of the gorge we reached Fawojie 发窝街, a rather 
large village. We got off at the upper end, which is in fact another village called Faqing 发箐

乡, the two villages have been administratively joined as Manyingou township.  

 

Manyingou. The larger town in the forground is Fawo, the village a bit higher up is Faqing. 
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Teacher Geng, and with Peifeng in front of his school. 

On Sunday afternoon, there were a lot of people chatting on the street or playing in gamblings 
houses. Some asking around got us to talk to Mr. Geng Wuchang 耿武昌 (aged 48), a local 
primary school teacher with an interest in literature and local history. He had been teaching at 
the school for 27 years. 

Teacher Geng told us that there were historic mines of an unknown age. It was also unknown, 
what they were worked for. There were slags, right around the school. The ground used to be 
covered in them. He himself used to play with them when he was a young child, they were like 
glass, very pretty, black and shiny. There used to be a Jiangxi Guild Hall, on the site of the 
primary school. 

He took us to the school, which was nearby, right across the stream and in the middle of the 
Fawo village. There were some slags in the tiny vegetable plots between the school grounds 
and the stream. 

A very old couple came along, in their 80s. As far as we understood, they knew about the old 
mines, but had no recollection of smelting or of what ores were worked. The old gentleman’s 
family had moved in from Xuanwei. The whole area used to be covered in slags, it used to be 
below the main village and called 烧场地, markets were held there. 

Teacher Geng explained that the village used to be a little way up the slope. When he was young, 
it was still there. [It appears that the village moved down following the construction of the 
motor road.] 

He showed us the old main street, which was still in the original layout, although most houses 
had been recently rebuilt. The mining galleries used to be on the slope above, he indicated a 
general direction. They would now be blocked up. 

Back towards the main street, we met a gentleman in his 90s, who said that his family was from 
Jiangxi and had come 7(?) generations ago. He also had no knowledge about the mines. 

Teacher Geng took us to see a couple of pillar bases integrated in a wall and to the Guanyin 
Shrine in a small cliff on the stream just below the village. Seven schoolchildren followed and 
had fun observing us, kowtowing at the shrine and having their photos taken. 
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The plots with slags between the school and the stream. 

 

The very old villagers. 
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Above: In the old village main street. Insert: Pillar 
bases we noticed on the way down. 

 

 

Left: Teacher Geng and Peifeng in conversation with 
informants near the school. 
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Left: Old pillar bases in a wall along the stream. 

 

Below: Three of the boys who followed us to the shrine. 

 

Below left: The Guanyin shrine below the village. 
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As it was only 4 pm, we decided to have a look at the slope above the village. We followed a 
largish trail in the general direction that teacher Geng had suggested. Heading around a corner 
perhaps 100 m above the village, we hit on an extremely disturbed slope, facing east, we 
stumbled along, increasingly mystified and into the evening dusk, until we eventually saw a 
man at an apparently operating mine below.  

Mr. Guo Wanfa 郭万发 (aged 63) was from Huogan 火干, the next village above Fawo in the 
valley. Mr. Guo explained that the slope was indeed the area of the old workings and had been 
dug up for several decades because the soil contained lead oxide the formed visible layers on 
the rock surfaces. [In fact, we had seen orange oxidises layers on some rock]. He knew the old 
workings and had actually been inside, they were low and narrow and windy. They were all 
gone now. At present, the mines were worked for oxidized and sulphurized zinc ores. He 
showed us a large piece of ore that according to him was oxidized zinc with a content of 40%. 
The mineral was similar to the one the Zhu’s had shown us in Zhujiaying,3 consisting of 
crystallized cavities and light reddish grey material. The slope was called Laoshan 老山. 

There used to be a Jiangxi Temple, a Huguang Temple, and a Temple of the God of Wealth.  

Oral tradition had it that there used to be many Muslim Chinese here, and they started fighting 
with the Han Chinese. Nowadays there is not a single Muslim family in the area. There is also 
a story about a mine the collapsed and apparently someone outside called out to buy fresh 
peaches, and those who believed there were peaches came out an were saved, while all others 
were buried and died.  

Mr. Guo directed us the shortest way back to Fawo, a trail through the forest that came out at 
Huogan. We reached our hotel at 6 pm. 

                                                      
3 See 20_huangmukuai.pdf 
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At the lower end of the disturbed slope, before we realized that this rockfall was not natural. 

 

The disturbed slope. 
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Peifeng in the disturbed slope. 

     

Mr. Guo Wanfa and Nanny.      The piece of oxidized ore. 

2017.10.16 (Mon): Dayinchang in Qianxinzhen (Daqiao), Huidong District 会东县

铅锌镇大银厂, return to Kunming 

The weather was still wet. We found a young driver of a small car to take us up to Dayinchang, 
some 15 km from Faqing and at about 2800 m. The ascent was up the slope facing west above 
the village, reaching the ridge at Tiechang, iron mines that may be old and are still worked. The 
ascent continued on the southern slope of the main massif. The iron mines are at roughly 300 
height m below, on a ridge between to streams descending towards the Jinshajiang. Dayinchang 
is in the valley of another parallel but much higher stream. The height was mostly in the clouds 
in the morning.  

The mine is under exploitation and Dayinchang village has been re-settled. With little 
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orientation due to the mist, we first drove on along a large pit, following the valley down to 
where Saopo 扫坡 might indicate a slope covered in slags (Shaopo 烧坡). We ended up at the 
abandoned village, with the clouds thankfully rising. We met a gentleman about 70 year of age 
who was not from the area but was looking after some old buildings of former facilities in the 
old village. There were in fact slags there, though iron appeared possible as well as lead. 

Some way above the abandoned village a massive dam blocked off the village, presumably to 
capture run-off from mining and ore washing above. The buildings around were traditional in 
appearance but dated to the 1990s, with mining by still relatively traditional means obviously 
busy by then. There were also several driving tracks and roads, partly overlying each other.  

We returned to the upper end of the pit. Workings evidently extended considerably further up 
the valley. We drove in a short way and went exploring a bit at a tiny brook that appeared to 
cut into the layers the predated recent gangue dumps. We actually found a clear layer of slags 
some 20 cm thick.  

We returned to Faqing and asked around a bit more, hoping to find former inhabitatns of 
Dayinchang village. We had no luck, but inquired about Laoshan 老山 (Old mountain) and the 
corresponding Xinshan 新山 (New Mountain). Googlemaps shows a village called Xinshan 
about 1 km north of Fawo. All informants however stated that the ridge above towards 
Dayinchang was called Xinshan.  

 

  

Local informant and our driver at the slag dump in the abandoned village and detail of slags. 
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View eastwards down the valley. 
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View up the slope of the abandoned village. The open pit mines are further up. 

 

Recent gangue heaps along the brook above the 
pit/dam and looking for slags. 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Slag layer in the banks of the brook. 
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View up the gorge below Fawo and the mixed young forest. 

 

The area of Qianxinzhen (Daqiao), with the Jinshajiang in the east, the Mianhuadi Mines, the Fawo and the 
Dayinchang sites, and the probable site of Xiaotongchang at Dachan wazi. 
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Fawo and the Laoshan mining area. Purple area: Slags, Red area: Mines. 
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The Dayinchang mines at the mountain of 3100 m, with the upper portion of the iron mining slope below. 

 

Results 
The absence of oral histories reflects that mining ended certainly over two centuries ago 

and probably considerably earlier. Remains are extensive and point to a major mine, certainly 
larger than Mianhuadi. Several late Ming sources mention mines at the Mileshan in Huichuan 
會川密勒山, Qing records locate this mountain 300 li (roughly 150 km) east of Huili.4 The site 
can therefore be identified as the Mile Mines, while dating of the duration of the exploitation 
as well as its scale remain uncertain. Nevertheless, fieldwork and the tentative mapping of 
remains in this case constitute the first concrete information on the site. We conclude that the 
mining site at Laoshan (the “Old mountain” south of Fawo and the smelting site below the 
historic village were the earlier site of intensive silver mining, and the site at Dayinchang the 
later and probably more important site. By the early 18th century, the mines had become 
forgotten, and with the redrawing of the boundaries of Dongchuan and Huili, Fawo, now merely 
a village ended up in Huili, while Dayinchang and Xiaotongchang were added to Dongchuan. 
Iron mining apparently continued, with some copper exploitation probable as well, while silver 
mining most probably was not revived. 

Additional information: 

The 1:100,000 maps of the Republican period (ca. 1930) show the place names Dayinchang, 
Xiaotongchang, and Tiechang within the territory of Qiaojia.  

The Huili gazetteer of 1874 records Fawochang 發窩厰 at 300 li east of Huili as a village that held no 
market.5 The fact that the place was still known as a “mine” (chang) but had shrunk to an unimportant 
village confirms that mining had long ended. 

The same source records the Mile Mountain 彌勒山 as 200 li to the east as a silver site where a mine 

with a mine official was set up in the Xuande period (1399－1435), with soldiers of Yunnan being 

                                                      
4 Gu Yanwu, Tianxia junguo libingshu 天下郡國利病書, Fang Yizhi 方以智, Wuli xiaoshi 物理小識 (1643), 
Tongzhi Huili zhouzhi 同治《会理州志》, juan 9. 
5 Tongzhi Huili zhouzhi 同治《会理州志》, juan 9, 1b. 
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pressed into serving as miners. The mine is stated to have been abandoned at an unspecified time (産

銀礦，明宣德間置銀場遣官，開採以雲南官兵充礦夫，尋罷。) The localization of the mountain 
is vague and no connection with Fawochang is drawn. The mountain is not localized in the recent local 
gazetteers of Huili and Huidong. 

The Huidong gazetteer of 1996 records on the beginnings of the zinc and lead mine at 
Daqiao/Qianxinzhen that a local magnate started the exploitation of zinc ores, presumably in the 
Republican period. The enterprise became as state company in 1955 and a forced labour camp in 1958. 
traditional mining and smelting technologies were employed certainly into the 1960s, with 
modernization in the 1980s and from 1990.6  

Audemard Leclère, who travelled from Huize to Huili in 1899, heard about a small copper mine not 
far from Daqiao.7 As Leclère’s mission was mineral resources, his observation confirms that silver 
mining had long ended and large scale zinc mining not yet begun. 

The Huidong gazetteer of place names of 1986 (会东县地名志) records a mixture of useful and 
erroneous information: 
The Manyingou Iron Mine 满银沟铁矿 was founded at and unspecified time after 1949 

Tiechang in Tiechanggou; a Qing period iron mine 
Dayinchang: a silver mine exploited at an unknown time in the past 
Saopo 扫坡, a slope covered in iron smelting slags 

Dalu liangzi 大路梁子: a site where high furnaces for iron smelting used to be standing.8 

Daqiao: the name going back to a bridge with five [sic!] pillars built during the Hongwu period (洪武

年间, 1368－1398), which remained in use.9 

Fawo 发窝: as a village enclosed by mountains where a landlord got rich on growing opium. 

Manyingou 满银沟 a valley where rich iron ore was found, which the locals called silver.10 

 

                                                      
6 Huidong xianzhi 1996, 515. When we visited Daqiao in 2016, the smelting plant appeared to be no longer 
operating. 
7 Leclère 1900, 98. Garnier, who travelled the same route in early 1868, does not mention Daqiao or any mining. 
8 会东县地名领导小组，1986, 107. 
9 91. 
10 105. Informants at Faqing incidentally told us that Manyingou originally was a tiny village near the iron 
mines. While the connection of the place name and the modern iron mines is thus correct, the notion that locals 
used to mistake iron ore for silver ore or used a misleading name is obviously erroneous. 


